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Introduction
Within Mathematical Physics there is a lot of activity in the field of non-commu-
tative mathematics. This is a consequence of the fact that classical commuta-
tive methods are not applicable in modern quantummechanics.
In approximating a continuum topological space, G. Landi has made a study
of partially ordered sets (posets, for short). Such a poset is endowed with a
non-Hausdorff topology and it can be realized as the structure space of a non-
commutative C-algebra (AF-algebra).
In their book “Arrangements of hyperplanes” the authors P. Orlik and H. Terao
connect to an arrangement also a non-commutative algebra (OS-algebra). In-
deed, such a configuration of hyperplanes can be regarded as a poset.
We want to compare the AF-algebra and the OS-algebra for some arrangements.
As we will see, both algebras differ a lot in spite of the fact that they are related
to the same partially ordered set.
1 AF-algebras
In this report we only deal with algebrasA over the fieldC of complex numbers.
In general the multiplication is not commutative, nevertheless we will assume
A to have a unit 1.
Definition 1.1 A is called a C-algebra if it admits an involution A! A;a 7! a
and a norm A! R; a 7! kak such that A becomes a Banach space with the prop-
erties a  a ; ab  ba ; ab  a b ; besides kabk 
kak kbk and kaak  kak2 for every a;b 2 A and ; 2 C. 
Examples of C-algebras are CM, the space of continuous functions on a
compact Hausdorff space M , with complex conjugation (involution) and the
supremum norm, and BH, the space of bounded linear operators on a Hilbert
space H with involution given by the adjoint together with the operator norm.
Remark that CM is commutative whereas BH fails to be.
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Definition 1.2 A norm closed subalgebra B of a C-algebra is called a C-
subalgebra if a 2 B implies a 2 B. Any C-linear map  : A1 ! A2 between
two C-algebras A1 and A2, for which in addition ab  ab and
a  a hold for every a;b 2 A1 is called a -morphism.
A -representation of a C-algebra A is a pair H; with H a Hilbert space
and  : A ! BH a -morphism. The representation is called irreducible if the
only closed subspaces of H, which are invariant under the action of A, are
the trivial subspaces f0g and H. The kernel of an irreducible representation is
called a primitive ideal. 
The famous Gelfand-Naimark theorem states that every commutative C-alge-
bra A is isomorphic to CPrimA, where Prim A is the space of kernels
of irreducible -representations of A, endowed with the hull-kernel topology.
A non-commutative C-algebra will be thought of (see [2]) as the algebra of
continuous functions on some ’ virtual non-commutative space’. Indeed, any
poset can be thought of as being Prim A for some C-subalgebra of operators
on a separable Hilbert space.
Definition 1.3 (see also [1] and [3]). The C-algebra A is said to be approxi-
mately finite dimensional AF if there exists an increasing sequence
A1 ! A2 ! A3 !   ! An ! An1 !  
of finite dimensional C-subalgebras An of A such that A is the closure of [An;
the maps in : An ! An1 are supposed to be injective -morphisms. We also say
that A is the inductive limit of the sequence An; in. 
A useful way to represent an AF -algebra, or better the sequence An; in, is by
means of a Bratteli-diagram (see [1]). Many properties of the AF -algebra can
be picked from such a diagrammatic representation.
Recall that every finite dimensional C-algebra An is a direct sum of matrix-
algebras, An  knk1Mdnk C, and every embedding An ! An1 can be split
up in such a way that Mdnj C is embedded in Mdn1k C with multiplicity
Nkj  0, where
P
j
Nkjd
n
j  dn1k (see [5]).
In a Bratteli-diagram one draws horizontal rows of vertices, the n-th row is
representing An and consists of kn vertices, one for each block MC labeled
with the corresponding dimensions dn1 ; : : : ; d
n
kn . If Mdnj C is embedded in
Mdn1k C with multiplicity Nkj > 0, one draws a labeled line segment:
d j
(n)
(n+1)
Nkj d k
Whenever Nkj  1, we simply draw a line segment without the label Nkj .
For shortness we will write Mn instead of MnC.
Example 1.1 Let H be the infinite dimensional separable Hilbert space ‘2. The
C-subalgebra A  KH  C1 of BH, with KH the class of compact oper-
ators on H and 1 the identity, is an AF -algebra. It can be viewed,up to isomor-
phisms, as the inductive limit of the sequence
M1 M1 !M2 M1 !M3 M1 ! : : :
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with embeddings
Mn M1 3 ;  7! 
"


#
;  2Mn1 M1
(for details, see [3]).
The algebra A is therefore associated with the following Bratteli-diagram
3
1 1
1
1
2
Figure 1: Bratteli-diagram K‘2C1
In general an AF -algebra may have a rather complicated ideal structure. Work-
ing with partially ordered sets, G. Landi has derived (see [3]) a one-to-one cor-
respondence between “ non-commutative lattices” P and a certain class of
Bratteli-diagrams in such a way that the resulting AF -algebra A has a prim-
itive ideal space Prim A which is homeomorphic to P . Here we suppose
Prim A to be endowed with the hull-kernel topology and partially ordered by
set-inclusion. The relationship between the topology and the order  on P is
given by declaring the collection fy 2 Pjy  xg with x 2 P , to be a subbasis
of open sets.
Example 1.2 The algebra A  KH  C1 from the previous example has two
irreducible representations, namely
1 : A! BH ; k 1 7! k 1 and
2 : A! C ; k 1 7! 
with kernels I1  ker1  f0g and I2  ker2  KH (see [3]). Therefore,
Prim A is a two-points-poset fI1; I2g with I1  I2. The hull-kernel topology is
defined through its basis fI1g; fI1; I2g, so the open sets in Prim A are;, fI1g
and Prim A. 
Example 1.3 Take H  H1H2 the direct sum of two copies of ‘2. Consider the
C-subalgebra A  CP1  KH CP2 of BH, where Pi denotes projection on
Hi for i  1;2. This algebra has three irreducible representations,
1 : A! BH ; a 7! a;
2 : A! C ; 1P1  k 2P2 7! 1 and
3 : A! C ; 1P1  k 2P2 7! 2
with kernels I1  f0g; I2  KH CP2 and I3  CP1  KH respectively. Here
Prim A is a three-points-poset fI1; I2; I3g with I1  I2 and I1  I3.
After identification, A is the inductive limit of
M1 M1 !M1 M2 M1 !M1 M4 M1 ! : : :
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with
M1 M2n−2 M1 3 1; ; 2 7! 1;
264 1 
2
375 ; 2 2M1 M2n M1
In figure 1.2 the corresponding Bratteli-diagram is shown. 
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
Figure 2: Bratteli-diagram CP1 K‘2  ‘2 CP2
In the next section we will go the other way around. Starting with a poset we
examine the induced AF -algebra.
2 From poset to AF -algebra
In [3] the rather complicated construction of a Bratteli-diagram (AF -algebra),
starting with a finite poset P , is given explicitely. We are especially interested
in what will be the outcome of this procedure in case P is the poset associated
with an arrangement of hyperplanes in Rn, which are ordered by reverse set-
inclusion. Such a poset always has a unique minimal element (the whole space
Rn) and in case the intersection of all hyperplanes in the arrangement is non-
empty, it also has a unique maximal element (that intersection).
Example 2.1 Consider the Hasse-diagram (a pictorial representation, see Figure
3) of the poset P  fx1; x2; x3; x4; x5g with partial order given by the relations:
x1 < x2; x1 < x3; x1 < x4; x1 < x5; x2 < x5; x3 < x5 and x4 < x5. As we will
see in section 3, this poset corresponds to an arrangement of three incidental
lines in R2 (represented by the points x2; x3 and x4)
X
X 3
X
XX
5
2
1
4
Figure 3: Hasse-diagram of three incidental lines
Following the Landi construction (the recursive calculations are omitted here),
the AF -algebra AFP, which corresponds to P , is the inductive limit of the se-
quence An; in with for n  5
An M 3
2n2− 152 n14 Mn−1 Mn−2 Mn−4 M1
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and
inB;C;D; E;   
2666664
B
C
D
E

3777775 ;
"
C

#
;
"
D

#
;
"
E

#
; 
for all
B 2M 3
2n2− 152 n14; C 2Mn−1; D 2Mn−2; E 2Mn−4 and  2 C :
In Figure 4 we show the stable part of the Bratteli-diagram of AFP. From level
5 on, this part repeats at every level in the diagram.
level  n+1
3/2 n  − 15/2 n + 14
2
n−1 n−2 n−4 1
3/2 n  − 9/2 n + 8
2
n n−1 n−3 1
level  n
Figure 4: Bratteli-diagram of three incidental lines
Although AFP is determined by now, we can also realize this algebra as a
C-subalgebra of BH for some separable Hilbert space H (see the remark at
the end of this section). Take H  H52 ⊗H21 H53 ⊗H31 H54 ⊗H41, wherein
every Hij is a copy of the separable Hilbert space ‘2. Then the algebra AFP
can be given as a subspace of BH, namely
AFP  KHKH52⊗ PH21 KH53⊗ PH31  KH54⊗ PH41 C1;
where K denotes the class of compact operators and P stands for projection.
(The indices ij reflect to the elements xi and xj of the poset P .) 
Example 2.2 With any arrangement of three lines in general position in the
plane, the 7-points poset P from Figure 5 is associated. In a Hasse-diagram one
arranges the points of the poset at different levels and connects them by using
the rules
1. if x < y , then x is at a lower level than y , and
2. if x < y and there is no z such that x < z < y , then x is at the level
immediately below y and these two points are linked.
The Bratteli-diagram belonging to P stabilizes from the seventh level on. There-
fore we can derive that AFP is the inductive limit of the sequence An; in
with
An M3n2−34n136 M2n−10 M2n−11 M2n−13 M1 M1 M1
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and
inB;C;D; E; ; ;  

26666666664
B
C
D
E



37777777775
;
264 C 

375 ;
264 D 

375 ;
264 E 

375 ; ; ; 
for all B 2M3n2−34n136; C 2M2n−10;D 2M2n−11; E 2M2n−13 and ;;  2 C.
X X X
1
X
X
X X
5 6 7
2 3 4
Figure 5: Hasse-diagram of three lines in general position
level  n+1
3n −34n+136
2
2n−10 2n−11 2n−13 1 1 1
3n −28n+105 2n−8 2n−9 2n−11 1 1 1
2
level  n
Figure 6: Bratteli-diagram of three lines in general position
Let H be the following direct sum of six copies of ‘2 ⊗ ‘2, indicated as
H  H52⊗H21H53⊗H31H62⊗H21H64⊗H41H73⊗H31H74⊗H41. Now
AFP can be realized as the following algebra of bounded operators on H:
AFP  KHKH52 H62⊗ PH21 KH53 H73⊗ PH31
KH64 H74⊗ PH41  CPH52⊗H21H53⊗H31
CPH62⊗H21H64⊗H41 CPH73⊗H31H74⊗H41

Example 2.3 In Figure 7 we have drawn the Hasse-diagram of a central ar-
rangement of nine hyperplanes in R3. This so-called B3-arrangement has defin-
ing polynomial xyzx  yx − yx  zx − zy  zy − z, i.e. the nine
planes are indicated by taking one of the factors in this polynomial equally zero.
The poset P of non-empty intersections of hyperplanes, ordered by reverse in-
clusion, consists of 24 elements, including the maximal element 0 and the min-
imal element V  R3. From level 24 on, the corresponding Bratteli-diagram
stabilizes. Its stable part can be constructed following the next procedure. De-
note P  fx1 : V ;x2 : x  0; : : : ;x23 : y  0; z  0;x24 : 0g and let
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0
x=0
y=0
x=y
y=z
x=−y
y=−z
x=z
y=0
x=y
z=0
x=−y
z=0
x=0
z=0
x=0
y=−z
x=0
y=z
x=−z
y=0
x=y
y=−z
x=−y
y=z
y=0
z=0
x=0 x=y x=−y x=z y=0 x=−z y=−z y=z z=0
V
Figure 7: Hasse-diagram of the B3-arrangement
Sk  cl0fxkg be the smallest closed subset of P containing xk (remember that
the collection fy 2 Pjy  xg with x 2 P is a basis of open sets in P ). For every
n  24 the vertices n; j and n1; k are connected if and only if xj 2 Sk (see
[3]). In drawing the Bratteli-diagram (see Figure 8) it is helpfull to summarize
the Sk for k  1; : : : ;24:
S1  fx1; x2; : : : : : : ; x23; x24g
S2  fx2; x11; x17; x18; x19; x24g
S3  fx3; x11; x12; x15; x21; x24g
S4  fx4; x11; x13; x16; x22; x24g
S5  fx5; x12; x13; x14; x17; x24g
S6  fx6; x11; x14; x20; x23; x24g
S7  fx7; x17; x20; x21; x22; x24g
S8  fx8; x13; x18; x21; x23; x24g
S9  fx9; x12; x19; x22; x23; x24g
S10  fx10; x15; x16; x17; x23; x24g
Sk  fxk;x24g for k  11;12; : : : ;23
S24  fx24g
Suppose H is the Hilbert space consisting of 36 sommands, each sommand is a
copy of ‘2 ⊗ ‘2 ⊗ ‘2 and corresponds to a maximal chain in P . Then (see [3])
AFP is up to an isomorphism the class of operators on H which is generated
by all Bxk for k  1; : : : ;24, where Bxk acts by compact operators on the
Hilbert subspace determined by the points which follow x in the Hasse-diagram
and by multiples of the identity on the Hilbert subspace determined by the points
which precede x (see Figure 7) 
Remark 2.1 In example 2.1 we already went on ahead to this construction of
AFP. In Figure 3 we see three maximal chains, namely x5x2x1; x5x3x1 and
x5x4x1. If we take H  H52 ⊗ H21  H53 ⊗ H31  H54 ⊗ H41 then
AFP  KHKH52⊗ PH21 KH53⊗ PH31  KH54⊗ PH41 C1. 
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24
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
Figure 8: Bratteli-diagram of the B3-arrangement
3 Orlik-Solomon algebras
Definition 3.1 For ‘  2 an ‘-arrangement of hyperplanes is a finite collection
of codimension one subspaces in R‘. The arrangement is called central when-
ever after choosing appropriate coordinates the intersection of all hyperplanes
contains f0g, otherwise the arrangement is called affine. 
In [4] the authors associate with every ‘-arrangement A an anticommutative
graded algebra OSA, the so-called Orlik-Solomon algebra. This algebra, a
quotient of an exterior algebra by a homogeneous ideal, can be constructed
only using the intersection - poset of the arrangement (ordered by reverse set-
inclusion). Notice that R‘ is the intersection of the empty collection and is
therefore the minimal element of this poset. In this section special attention is
paid to the three arrangements from the examples 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3.
Let A be a central arrangement of n hyperplanes in R‘ and E  EA the
exterior algebra of H2ACeH . So E is the graded algebra E  np0Ep with
E0  C1, E1  H2ACeH and generally, for p  2; : : : ; n the space Ep is
spanned over C by all eH1 : : : eHp with Hk 2A for k  1; : : : ; p.
Remark that the following rule holds in E:
eHeK  −eKeH anticommutivity
Define the linear map @ : E ! E by @1  0; @eH  1 and @eH1 : : : eHp 
pP
k1
−1k−1eH1 : : : eˆHk : : : eHp for all H1; : : : ;Hp 2 A. For a p-tuple of hyper-
planes S  H1; : : : ;Hp we write eS  eH1 : : : eHp further on.
Definition 3.2 S  H1; : : : ;Hp is called dependant if the codimension of\pk1Hk
is less than p. Let I be the homogeneous ideal of E generated by @eS for all de-
pendent S, the quotient E=I is called the Orlik-Solomon algebra of A, denoted
by OSA. 
The Orlik-Solomon algebra is, like EA, a graded algebra,
OSA  np0 OSpA, wherein the elements eH  I and eS  I are denoted
by aH and aS respectively.
Proposition 3.1 If H 2 S then eS  eH  @eS
Proof
From eHeS  0 it follows that 0  @eHeS  eS − eH@eS . 
Example 3.1 The central 2-arrangement with defining polynomial xyx  y
consists of three incidental lines:
H1 : x  0 H2 : x  y  0 and H3 : y  0:
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In order to compute the Orlik-Solomon algebra of this arrangement we want
to recognize the dependent p-tuples of fH1;H2;H3g. Of course, every 1-tuple
Hi is independent. The only dependent 2-tuples are S  Hi;Hi for i 
1;2;3, but here we have eS  eHieHi  0. So, the elements ai : aHi are
linearly independent over C, they generate a basis of OS1. Of course, for p > 2
every p-tuple S is dependent and by proposition 3.1 we have aS  0. Writing
ei  eHi we see that @e1e2e3  e2e3 − e1e3  e1e2 belongs to I, therefore
OS2 is already spanned by a1a3 and a2a3. These two elements are linearly
independent: suppose 1a2a3  2a1a3  0, then 1e2e3  2e1e3 2 I and
since @@  0 we have @1e2e3  2e1e3  1e3 − e2 2e3 − e1  0 and
therefore 1  2  0. We conclude that
OSxyx y  C1Ca1 Ca2  Ca3 Ca1a3 Ca2a3
is a 6-dimensional algebra with multiplication indentities:
aiaj  −ajai i; j  1;2;3 and a1a2  a1a3 − a2a3:

By copying the above proof we have (see also [4]).
Theorem 3.1 For every central 2-arrangement A  fH1; : : : ;Hng the corre-
sponding Orlik-Solomon algebra has dimension 2n and is given by
OSA  C1np1Cap n−1k1Cakan
with multiplication identities aiaj  −ajai and
aiaj  ajak  akai  0 for all i; j; k  1; : : : ; n

We also want to define an OS-algebra for an affine arrangement. The next
definition is almost a copy of definition 3.2.
Definition 3.3 SupposeA is an affine ‘-arrangement of hyperplanes. We call a
p-tuple S  H1; : : : ;Hp of hyperplanes fromA dependent whenever\pk1Hk 
; and has codimension less than p. As in 3.2, E denotes the exterior algebra of
H2ACeH . Let I be the ideal generated by feSj\S  ;g[f@eS jS is dependent g,
then the quotientalgebra OSA  E=I is called the Orlik-Solomon algebra cor-
responding to A. 
Example 3.2 The affine 2-arrangement with defining polynomial xyxy−1
consists of three planar lines in a general position:
H1 : x  0 ; H2 : x  y − 1  0 and H3 : y  0:
Here the resulting Orlik-Solomon algebra is 7-dimensional
OSxyx  y − 1  C1 Ca1 Ca2  Ca3 Ca1a2  Ca2a3 Ca1a3
with multiplication rule a1a2a3  0 (see [4]). 
Example 3.3 Now we will examine the central 3-arrangement with defining
polynomial xyzx −yx yx − zx  zy − zy  z, the so-called B3-
arrangement. As indicated in definition 3.2, the Orlik-Solomon algebra is a di-
rect sum OSB3  3p0OSpB3 with OS0B3  C1 and OS1B3  9i1Cai.
The nine sommands Cai are reflecting to the nine hyperplanes
H1 : x  0 ; H2 : x  y ; H3 : x  −y ; H4 : x  z ; H5 : y  0
H6 : x  −z ; H7 : y  −z ; H8 : y  z and H9 : z  0
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In order to determine OS2B3 and OS3B3 we should realize there are six-
teen dependent 3-tuples Hi;Hj;Hk with i < j < k, denoted by ijk, for short,
namely 123;125;135;146;149;169;235;248;267;347;368;469;578;579;589
and 789.
As a consequence we have sixteen relations in OS2B3; for example a23−a13
a12  0 as a result of the fact that @e123  e23 − e13  e12 belongs to the ideal I.
Truely there are only thirteen “independent” relations in OS2B3, so we can
skip 13 elements in the collection of 36 generators faijj1  i < j  9g of
OS2B3. In our choice for a basis of OS2B3 we want to have every ai9 in
order to get nice calculations for OS3B3.
basis OS2B3 : a12; a13; a15; a17; a18; a19; a24; a26; a27;
a28; a29; a34; a36; a37; a38; a39; a45; a49; a56;
a59; a69; a79; a89:
Of course, every 4-tuple S  Hi;Hj;Hk;Hl is dependent. It follows that ajkl −
aikl  aijl − aijk  0 in OS3B3, so faij9j1  i < j  8g will be a spanning
set for OS3B3. Because of the thirteen relations in OS2B3 we derive that
faij9j1  i < j  8g is not a basis of OS3B3. For example, a23  a13 − a12 in
OS2B3 and therefore a239  a139−a129 inOS3B3; because of a79  a59−a57
in OS2B3 it even follows that a579  0. Through deleting thirteen elements
from faij9j1  i < j  8g, the remaining fifteen create a basis of OS3B3;
linear independency can be proved in the same way as in example 3.1, making
use of the above mentioned basis of OS2B3. Therefore we have
basis OS3B3 : a129; a139; a159; a179; a189; a249;
a269; a279; a289; a349; a369; a379; a389;
a459; a569:
We conclude that the algebraOSB3  OS0B3OS1B3OS2B3OS3B3
has dimension 1 9 23 15  48. 
Remark 3.1 In [4] there is given a construction for a basis of OSA as a free
C-module, the so-called broken circuit basis. Of course, such a basis tells us what
the vector space dimension of OSA will be, but it ignores the multiplication.
Remark 3.2 There is no possibility to reconstruct the arrangement poset P from
the Orlik-Solomon algebra OSP. The two 3-arrangements A1 (defining poly-
nomial xyzx − zy − z2y − 2x  z) and A2 (defining polynomial
xyzx−z2y−2xz2y2x−z) generate inequivalent posets (there is no
order preserving bijection, see Figure 9) while the associated algebras OSA1
and OSA2 are isomorphic as graded C-algebras (see [4]).
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Figure 9: Two inequivalent posets with isomorphic OS-algebras
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4 Algebras for 2-arrangements
In this section we summarize all the inequivalent configurations of n lines
in R2 in case n  2 and 3. We mention the associated AF - and OS-algebra
induced by such an arrangement, but we will see that both algebras cannot
be compared in some algebraic sense. As before, every H   is a copy of the
separable Hilbert space ‘2, K denotes the compact operators and P denotes
projection on H.
Case n  2
 “two intersecting lines”
A fH1;H2g with H1 : x  0 and H2 : y  0
OSA  C1Ca1 Ca2  Ca1a2
AFA  KH42 ⊗H21 H43 ⊗H31KH42⊗ P21 KH43⊗ P31  C1.
 “two parallel lines”
A fH1;H2g with H1 : x  0 and H2 : x  1
OSA  C1Ca1 Ca2
with a1a2  0, so dimOSA  3
AFA  KH31 H32CP31 CP32.
Case n  3
 “Three concurrent lines”
A fH1;H2;H3g with H1 : x  0;H2 : x y  0 and H3 : y  0
OSA  C1Ca1 Ca2  Ca3 Ca1a3 Ca2a3
with a1a2  a2a3  a3a1  0, so dimOSA  6
AFA  KH52⊗H21H53⊗H31H54⊗H41KH52⊗P21KH53⊗
P31 KH54⊗ P41 C1.
 “three lines in general position”
A fH1;H2;H3g with H1 : x  0;H2 : x y  1 and H3 : y  0
OSA  C1Ca1 Ca2  Ca3 Ca1a2 Ca2a3  Ca1a3
with a1a2a3  0, so dimOSA  7
AFA  KH52 ⊗H21 H53 ⊗H31 H62 ⊗H21 H64 ⊗H41 H73⊗
H31 H74 ⊗H41KH52 H62⊗ P21 KH53 H73⊗
P31 KH64 H74⊗ P41 CP52⊗2153⊗31 CP62⊗2164⊗41
CP73⊗3174⊗41
 “three lines, two of them are parallel”
A fH1;H2;H3g with H1 : x  0;H2 : x  1 and H3 : y  0
OSA  C1Ca1 Ca2  Ca3 Ca1a3 Ca2a3
with a1a2  0, so dimOSA  6.
AFA  KH52 ⊗H21 H53 ⊗H31 H63 ⊗H31 H64 ⊗H41
KH52⊗ P21 KH53⊗ P31 KH63⊗ P31 KH64⊗ P41
CP52⊗2153⊗31 CP63⊗3164⊗41
 “three parallel lines”
A fH1;H2;H3g with H1 : x  0;H2 : x  1 and H3 : x  2
OSA  C1Ca1 Ca2  Ca3
with aiaj  0 for all i; j  1;2;3, so dimOSA  4
AFA  KH21 H31 H41CP21 CP31  CP41.
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As we have already seen in the examples of section 2 and 3, the two alge-
bras associated with an arrangement of hyperplanes are hard to compare with
each other. Also in the case of four lines in R2 there is no algebraic resem-
blance between the OS-algebras and the AF -algebras of the eight inequivalent
arrangements (the dimensions of the associated OS-algebras varies from 5, if
we deal with four parallel lines, to 11 in case we have four lines in general
position).
5 K-theory
Algebraically, the analogue of vector bundles over a noncommutative lattice
P are projective modules of finite type over the corresponding algebra AFP.
The K-theory groups of AFP classifies equivalent classes of such projective
modules (see [3]). In this section we compute the ordered K-group of AFA
for three special arrangementsA from the examples 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3.
From [6] it is known that K0 behaves continuously with respect to inductive lim-
its and moreover, K0C  K0MnC  Z whereas K0C  K0MnC 
N. So we are able to compute the ordered group K0; K0 in case we are deal-
ing with AF -algebras. Indeed, for AF -algebras K1 vanishes identically (see [6]).
Example 5.1 As in 2.1 we take xyx  y as the defining polynomial for the
central arrangement A of three lines in R2. We have derived AFA to be the
limit of the sequence of C-algebras An  M 3
2n2− 152 n14 Mn−1 Mn−2 M1
with an embedding An ! An1 which can be described by the matrix
T 
2666664
1 1 1 1 1
0 1 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 1
3777775
wherein Tji denotes the multiplicity of the i-th sommand Mpi of An in the j-th
sommand Mqj of An1.
By direct computation we see that T is invertible over the integers. Following the
definition of inductive limit we have
K0AFA  fknjkn 2 K0An and 9N0 such that kn1  Tkn for n > N0g
is isomorphic as a group to Z5  Z Z Z Z Z.
The positive cone of K0AFA, being the limit of T−mNNNN N for
m!1, can be deduced from the matrix
T−m 
2666664
1 −m −m −m 32m2  12m
0 1 0 0 −m
0 0 1 0 −m
0 0 0 1 −m
0 0 0 0 1
3777775 :
It follows that
K0AFA  Z Z Z ZN [
ZNN N  0 [
ZNN N 0 [
ZN NN 0 [
N 0 0 0 0
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or in set theoretical notation
K0AFA  fa1; a2; a3; a4; a5 2 Z5ja5 < 0 or
a5  0 and a2; a3; a4 2 N with a2  a3  a4 > 0 or
a2  a3  a4  a5  0 and a1 2 Ng

Example 5.2 A defining polynomial for the affine arrangementA of three lines
in R2 is xyxy−1. In this case AFA is the limit of the sequence An with
An M3n2−34n136 M2n−10 M2n−11 M2n−13 M1 M1 M1 ;
the embedding An ! An1 can be described by (see 2.2)
T 
26666666664
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 1 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
37777777775
Also this matrix is invertible over the integers and for m> 0 we have
T−m 
26666666664
1 −m −m −m m2 m2 m2
0 1 0 0 −m −m 0
0 0 1 0 −m 0 −m
0 0 0 1 0 −m −m
0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
37777777775
Therefore we conclude K0AFA  Z7 and
K0AFA   fa1; a2; a3; a4; a5; a6; a7 2 Z7ja5; a6; a7 2 N with
a5a6  a6a7  a5a7 > 0 or
a2  0; a7 > 0 and a5  a6  0 or
a3  0; a6 > 0 and a5  a7  0 or
a4  0; a5 > 0 and a6  a7  0 or
a2; a3; a4 2 N with a2  a3  a4 > 0 and a5  a6  a7  0 or
a1 2 N and a2  a3  a4  a5  a6  a7  0g

Example 5.3 We summarize our K-theory calculations for the B3-arrangement
with defining polynomial xyzx  yx − yx  zx − zy  zy − z by
describing the ordered K0-group. Again, K0AFB3 is a direct sum of copies
of Z; in this case we have K0AFB3  Z24. Its positive cone consists of all
a1; a2; : : : ; a10; a11; : : : ; a23; a24 2 Z24 with a24 2 N or
a24  a23  : : :  a3  a2  0 and a1 2 N or
a24  a23  : : :  a11  0 and a10; : : : ; a2 2 N with a10  : : : a2 > 0 or
a24  0;a23; : : : ; a11 2 N and if
P
xk2Sj
k  j
ak  0 then aj 2 N
for j  2;3; : : : ;10
Here the Sj are the subsets of P  fx1; : : : ; x24g as described in example 2.3. 
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